Q1. Objective Question

I) Every HTML document must begin and end with tag
a) <BODY>  b) <TITLE>
c) <HTML>  d) <HEAD>

II) To underling and make Text bold face the tags used are:
a) <B>, <HR>  b) <B>, <U>
c) <U>, <B>  d) <U>, <BF>

III) The Protocol used for Internet is
a) w3c  b) TCP/IP
c) HTTP  d) None of these

IV) The www uses to Transmit HTML documents
a) S.M.T.P  b) HTTP
c) I.P  d) TCP

V) In the URL ftp://abc.com, ftp stands for
a) Domain  b) Rules
c) Scheme  d) Packets

VI) The Software that allows you to surf Internet page is called
a) Surfer  b) Browser
c) HTTP  d) None of these

VII) A method of sending and receiving Messages through computers via Internet is known as
a) FTP  b) Email
c) Mail send  d) E-Measge

VIII) An E-mail address will definitely contain the
a) @  b) #
c) $  d) &

IX) The ALIGN attribute of <P> tag can take value/s
a) Left  b) Right
c) Center  d) All

X) The attribute is an attribute of <a> and not of <UL>
  a) Face  b) Style
c) Type  d) Start

Answer any four questions from the following

Q.2 How is external linking different from the Internal linking? Explain the command <a href =
  "wild.htm"> click here for wild animals </a>,

Q.3 Write the introduction of C?
Q.4 What is meant by arrays? Explain declaring arrays?
Q.5 Describe virtual function with example?
Q.6 Describe exception with example?
Q 7 Write Notes on while looping and for looping?